Abstract. as sports performance is affected by many factors, it's crucial to choose effective divisors. A sports performance prediction model based on weight-SVM is proposed for factor selection and evaluation. Firstly, support vector machine is used to eliminate some invalid factors by use of cross validation MSE minimization principle; then mandatory screening is adopted to weight retention factor and quantize importance degree of retention factor; finally, SVM sports performance prediction model is constructed and applied to 1000m running performance prediction. Simulation result shows, compared with reference model, weight-SVM prediction has higher precision and it can screen and weight factor precisely and provide a new research idea for sports performance prediction.
Introduction
Prediction performance of sports performance prediction model is related to factor selection, factor importance evaluation (weight) and modeling method [1] [2] . From perspective of modeling, traditional multiple linear regression and stepwise linear regression belong to linear regression model, which cannot reflect uncertain and non-linear relation between sports performance prediction and factor. What's more, the prediction result of this modeling method deviates from the actual requirement; neutral network, principal component regression and partial least squares regression are based on principle of minimum experience risk so they have over fitting phenomenon easily and have relatively poor generalization ability [3] [4] [5] . Support vector machine (SVM) is a non-liner modeling method based on structural risk minimization (SRM). It can well solve over fitting and local minimization problems of neutral network and other traditional machine learning algorithms. It has outstanding generalization ability and achieves good prediction effect [5] in many fields. From the perspective of factor selection, most methods at present select sports performance-related factors according to subjective consciousness and experience. They do not evaluate the effectiveness and weight of factors and do not treat factors equivalently. In fact, different factors have different impacts (contributions) on sports performance and they shall be weighted differently.
Weight-SVM model

SVM algorithm
Support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning method based on statistical learning theory. It solves local extremum that cannot be avoided in the neutral network method and prevents over fitting and it has outstanding generalization ability. Estimate function of SVM is only determined by minor support vectors and computation complexity depends on the number of support vectors and is not related to space dimension of the sample so "curse of dimensionality" [9] is avoided.
Suppose there are n learning samples {xi,yi}, i=1,2,…,N， where xi is sample input, yi is expected value of model output. SVM describes estimate function in the following formula: To accelerate solving speed, transfer formula (3) into antithetical one and then 
For linear regression, SVM regression function is:
For non-linear prediction, kernel function ( , )
to prevent "curse of dimensionality" [10] . Finally, SVM regression function is:
The object of the research is 1000m running performance. Before, 1000m running performance prediction model is constructed, in consideration of feasibility in operation, firstly select multiple factors preliminarily: height (m, x1), weight (kg, x2), chest circumference (m, x3), vital capacity (ten thousand, x4), heat rate (hundred times, x5), leg length (m, x6), 50m performance (sec, x7), long jump (m, x8), average monthly exercise time (h, x9) and 1000m running performance (y) is output.
Factor screening During the construction of performance prediction model, the 9 factors above are selected on the basis of subjective consciousness and experience so they may be redundant or useless. Therefore, before modeling, eliminate negative impact of useless and redundant factors on prediction result. 10-fold cross validation MSE minimization principle is applied in the research to select effect factors and eliminate factors with negative impact on prediction result. MSE is defined as follows:
Where, yi is real performance value, ˆi y is predicted value and n is the number of predicted samples.
Firstly, normalize factors in data set ytrain into range [-1,1] and then it serves as input variable of SVM:
A B / 2 − + = − (10) Where, x is initial variable value, x' is the normalized value and A and B are respectively the maximum and minimum in each line.
The factor screening process is as follows:
Step 1: firstly, normalize n factors as SVM input, select best kernel function parameters by use of 10-fold cross validation and then the training precision of all the factors is obtained and is presented as MSE0.
Step 2: remove the ith (i=1,…, n) factor and the residual factors are SVM input. Training precision MSE-i is obtained in the same way. Repeat n factors and a removed MSE set {MSE-1,MSE-2,…,MSE-n} is obtained.
Step 3: MSEmin is the minimum MSE value in {MSE-1,MSE-2,…,MSE-n}. If MSEmin<MSE0, prediction precision of model can be improved after factor corresponding to MSEmin is removed. Then the factor must be removed and change MSE0 into MSEmin.
Step 4: repeat step 1 to step 3 (the number of factors would be reduced by 1 after every circulation) until MSEmin>MSE0. At this moment, the residual factors are retention factors.
Weighting of retention factor After factors are screened, retention factors are favorable to improvement of model prediction precision. However, contribution of different factors varies to some extent so linear regression can be used to give a dominant expression for each retention factor. As linear method cannot precisely reflect complex non-linear factor between sports performance and factor and the obtained weight value is not reliable, SVM non-linear mandatory screening adopted in the research can weight every retention factors and the process is as follows:
Step 1: m retention factors are SVM input, select the best kernel function parameter by use of 10-fold cross validation and then training precision MSEm as model background precision is obtained.
Step 2: remove the ith retention factor by force and then compute 10-fold cross validation training precise MSE-I of residual retention factors after that one is removed. Bigger MSE-i means the model prediction precision becomes worse after the retention factor is removed, which means the factor is more important to the prediction result.
Step 3: normalize each retention factor after background is deducted to obtain the weight value of factors:
Sample set construction After mom-linear factor screening and weighting above are completed, the most effective factors of prediction and weight of factors are obtained. Then compute the sample subject to retention factors to obtain sports performance sample set based on SVM modeling.
Simulation experiment
Simulation environment Conduct simulation experiment in the environment of software operation system: Windows 7, Pentium (R)Dual-Core E6300@ 2.80GHz, double-kernel CPU, 4GB storage to validate performance of weight-SVM.
Simulation data are 1000m test results of 235 students majoring in sports and science and engineering. See Table 1 for partial data. SVM algorithm is subject to libsvm tool (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/) constructed by Lin Zhiren, a Taiwanese scholar. This tool includes 4 major programs: svm-scale is used to normalize primary data; gridregression is sued to search the best kernel function parameter; svm-train is used to construct prediction model; svn-predict is used to predict test sample. Non-linear factor screening and weighting algorithms are both realized subject to self-compiled program of matlab R2012a tool kit. Reference model and prediction evaluation index Seven reference models are selected to test the prediction performance of weight-SVM: multiple linear regression (MLR), which has no variable screening and weighting; artificial neutral network ANN), which has no variable screening and weighting as well; stepwise linear regression (SLR), which is backward and variable α =0.2 is removed; SVM model (construct model on the basis of initial descriptor and variables are not screened and weighted); screen-SVM has the same process as weight-SVM process except that the variables are not weighted; SLR-SVM model constructs prediction model with variables screened by SLR but variables are not weighted; SLR-ANN model is the same as SLR-SVM except that model is constructed on the basis of artificial neutral network. The best kernel function parameters of 8 models are selected by 10-fold cross validation on the basis of training sample. MSE prediction performance of independent test sample is model evaluation standard. Smaller MSE means the higher model prediction precision.
Non-linear factor screening and weighting Select 170 samples from all the 235 samples at random and include them into a training set anf the residual 65 samples are included into independent test set. Screen 9 descriptors by SVM non-linear screening on the basis of training samples and 6 retention factors are obtained, which are: long jump, weight, vital capacity, heart rate and montly exercise time. See Table 2 for retention factors and their weights. It can be seen in Table 2 that 1000m running performance is closely related to 6 indexes of long jump, weight, vital capacity, heart rate, monthly exercise time and weight of long jump is the maximum because it is closely related to strength of thigh. Therefore, it can well describe 1000m running performance; what's more, another 4 indexes have relatively the same weight. Height, chest circumference, leg length and 50m sprint performance are removed, which means 1000m running performance of student is not directly related to height and leg length. In addition, chest circumference is included into vital capacity and 500m sprint performance and long jump may be mutually redundant. Result and analysis See Table 3 for prediction precision of weight-SVM and independent test samples of other 7 reference models. 
Conclusion
A sports performance prediction mode based on weight-SVM is established for complex non-linear sports performance. Factors closely related to prediction result are selected via SVM non-linear factor screening and non-linear weighting and every factor is weighted in a non-linear way. Simulation experiment result shows weight-SVM improves sports performance prediction precision and provides a new research idea for non-linear sports performance prediction.
